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Abstract: We summarize research on diversity and trophic interactions under a trophic cascades model that is reframed and expanded from the traditional biomass- or abundance-based indirect effects and discuss the response of such “diversity cascades” to climate change and other global change parameters. The studies we summarize encompass dynamic processes in which species richness or evenness in one trophic level indirectly affects or is affected by changes in a non-adjacent level. The diversity cascade concept explicitly links trophic cascades models to the debates about biodiversity loss, exotic species gain, ecosystem services and biological control. First, we summarize the idea that the trophic cascades model includes different currencies and alternative processes. Second, we question the paradigm that trophic cascades weaken as the complexity of the community increases. Third, we illustrate the mechanisms by which diversity cascades may follow indirect bottom-up and top-down pathways. Fourth, we show how this diversity cascades model has been applied successfully to frame questions in conservation, agriculture and infectious disease. Finally, we examine the implications of diversity cascades for our understanding of how climate change affects biodiversity and call for an increase in the scope of experiments and focused hypotheses on indirect trophic effects and how these processes may lead to very large changes in biodiversity.
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1. Introduction

Understanding the causes and consequences of large-scale changes in biotic diversity, especially in response to climate change, is one of the most important and difficult goals in the sciences today [1] and is particularly relevant to tropical ecosystems [2–4]. This daunting task will call upon the whole gamut of ecological studies, which have progressed over past decades from a focus on individual populations to studies of multitrophic interactions [5–7] to research on indirect trophic effects of resources and consumers [8,9], including non-consumptive effects, such as behavioral changes that lead to altered predator-prey dynamics [10]. Documenting diverse direct and indirect interactions within communities is similarly challenging, but is also relevant to important basic and applied issues in ecology [11–15]. We argue that the relationship between diversity and indirect trophic interactions has been underappreciated. Our goal is to further promote a shift in terrestrial trophic cascades research that expands its applicability to critical studies on biodiversity, especially in tropical ecosystems.

2. Cascading Effects Involving Diversity Parameters

The trophic cascade concept, first proposed by Hairston et al. [16], has provided a valuable conceptual framework for community ecology. The definition of a trophic cascade is a measurable increase in primary productivity, due to the negative effects of predators on herbivore biomass [17–19]—the trophic cascades model posits that the world is green because predators keep herbivore populations from outbreaking to levels that would cause biologically significant reduction in plant biomass. Biomass of primary producers and of consumers is the “currency” (or parameter) that is measured in empirical tests of these models, yet there are other potential currencies, such as changes in consumer behavior, altered plant physiology and modifications of species assemblages. For example, in order to focus on species diversity at different trophic levels, we previously defined a “diversity cascade” as an indirect effect that causes or is a consequence of a change in diversity on a non-adjacent trophic level [20] (Figure 1). In addition to the biomass of species found on a particular trophic level, diversity also includes the number of species at a trophic level (richness) and the relative distribution of biomass among the different species at that trophic level (evenness).

Trophic cascades can be categorized as “density-mediated indirect interactions” (DMII), while indirect effects involving other parameters, such as changes in herbivore behavior, are termed “trait-mediated indirect interactions” (TMII); although the majority of trophic interaction research has focused on DMII, some authors argue that TMII are far more important [21]. We agree with this assessment [20] and categorize diversity cascades as a special case of TMII, given that diversity is a unique trait of a given trophic level in a specific community. A focus on these other parameters, such as behavior and diversity, is important, because using only biomass as the metric of the trophic cascades model homogenizes trophic levels in a way that reduces the usefulness of the trophic cascades concept for addressing theoretically rich and globally urgent questions about biodiversity.

Trophic cascades studies, especially those categorized as DMII, have also tended to describe or explain static communities rather than to analyze dynamic processes within communities. We urge tropical ecologists to question the limitations of the traditional trophic cascades hypothesis and to consider expanding its metrics, scope and descriptive nature. For example, most diversity studies...
characterize specific communities by using richness (the total number of species) or with a diversity index, without acknowledging that these parameters can vary by orders of magnitude with temporal, spatial or biotic changes experienced by that community. By maintaining the concept of indirect trophic effects, but incorporating measures of diversity and community composition and recognizing that biodiversity is not static, but a dynamic variable, we will have a powerful tool for understanding the causes and consequences of changes in biodiversity. To this end, we have explored the diversity cascade model in empirical studies [20], and we examine further possibilities for this model as a way to understand tropical diversity. Such changes in species richness and evenness, as indirect effects propagated over non-adjacent trophic levels, driven by consumption, behavior or other traits, have been documented in a wide variety of studies (reviewed and modeled by [22–25], but cases of diversity cascades have rarely been reviewed specifically or defined formally, either via verbal or mathematical models. We focus primarily on terrestrial systems here, while Hillebrand and Shurin [26] reviewed diversity cascades in aquatic systems.

**Figure 1.** Selected diversity cascades. Double headed arrows indicate positive or negative effects of one variable on another. The letters next to the lines could be path coefficients or any effect size statistic. Perturbations could include changes to resources or upper trophic levels with a subsequent effect on the richness or evenness of predators or plants, respectively; perturbations could also be introduced to other trophic levels [27]. Paths going via D-C-B (including E) are bottom-up diversity cascades. For example, Pearson and Dyer [28] demonstrated that increased plant richness in grasslands leads to greater diversity of herbivores (C1), subsequently supporting higher diversity of carnivores (B1). Paths proceeding via A-B-C (including E) represent some of the possible top-down diversity cascades. Schmitz [29] showed that the presence or absence of a particular predator (A1) determined feeding patterns by herbivores on plants (B), thus strongly altering plant evenness patterns (C2). Several other possible diversity cascades (e.g., pathways from enemy evenness to plant diversity) are not depicted here.

Diversity cascades as a concept directly links trophic cascades and biodiversity questions [26,27]. The approach of using diversity parameters as drivers or response variables on non-adjacent trophic
levels differs from the concepts and syntheses presented by other authors [8–10], who examined density and trait-mediated indirect effects in interaction webs (sensu [9]) of different diversities rather than examining indirect effects involving diversity changes within an individual food web. Whereas none of the nine types and 83 subtypes of indirect effects on populations within interaction webs identified by Menge [9] can be considered diversity cascades, most of the 83 subtypes could be reexamined using richness or evenness within and among trophic levels. Because diversity cascades involve trophic levels, one can test for diversity cascades in a single ecosystem [28,30] or smaller unit, such as a mesocosm [20], whereas the interaction web approach is comparative across ecosystems [9,31] or experiments [32]. Determining the specifics of diversity cascades within an ecosystem is critical for predicting or assessing the full extent of responses to perturbation and of non-intuitive outcomes. Both comparisons of population size in communities that differ in species diversity [9] and studies of indirect diversity effects within an ecosystem [33] can resolve underlying mechanisms responsible for different levels of richness, evenness and biomass within and between ecosystems.

3. Cascading Effects in Tropical, Terrestrial Systems

Based on extensive empirical evidence, the trophic cascades model has been accepted as a mechanism for structuring aquatic systems [19]. In contrast, arguments against the importance of trophic cascades in terrestrial systems [34–39] have helped generate the prevailing opinion that cascades weaken when moving along a gradient from simple to more complex ecosystems, such as moving from agricultural to natural or temperate to tropical ecosystems [27]. These categorical generalizations may be oversimplifications, given the paucity of true tests of their validity in terrestrial systems [27]. In addition, terrestrial systems that do not show cascading effects when adhering to a strict, biomass-based assessment may exhibit diversity cascades when reexamined with data on species richness, evenness or composition [27,40].

Although community-level perturbations do cause the removal or strong suppression of entire trophic levels in some terrestrial communities [41], as predicted by classic trophic cascades hypotheses, direct or cascading changes in species richness or evenness are likely to occur more frequently in complex systems [42]. A growing number of traditional trophic cascades studies [39,43–45] and the growing body of diversity-ecosystem function research [46,47] have underscored the contributions of complex species interactions to indirect effects on primary productivity, which is often positively correlated with plant diversity. A wide range of factors, from population densities to community parameters, such as species richness, or complex variables, such as behavioral traits and evolutionary trajectories, have provided a broader view of indirect effects, which may lead to different conclusions on their prominence in terrestrial systems [10,21,48]. Because diversity and biomass are not always positively correlated (e.g., [15,20,22]), the residuals in any diversity-biomass relationship may provide some of the most interesting mechanisms by which diversity cascades proceed.

Diversity cascade hypotheses do not generate some of the simple, appealing predictions of Hairston et al. [16] or the ecosystem exploitation hypothesis (EEH) [49], such as the concept that odd versus even numbers of functional trophic levels are associated with lush (i.e., little herbivory) versus barren (i.e., continual herbivore outbreaks) habitats, respectively. A broad definition of diversity cascades requires that the goal of diversity cascades research be to examine which pathways are
important and what factors make them important. Hunter and Price [50] recognized that species identities and environmental variation are determinants of community structure and dynamics, and these determinants are as important as the number of trophic levels in a system or its location along a resource gradient [49,51–54]. Diversity cascades are more likely to cause or result from emergent and contingency effects that are different from effects predicted from models that treat trophic levels as homogeneous forces completely determined by their biomass. Key components of diversity cascades are, in fact, the elements of heterogeneity among individuals and species within and among trophic levels. These factors include varied feeding preferences, uneven consumption rates, omnivory, relative competitive abilities, foraging modes, degrees of resource supplementation—the same drivers predicted to halt traditional trophic cascades in terrestrial systems. We examine examples in the following sections of how such factors allow for indirect effects in biotic communities. Rigorous examinations of diversity cascades hypotheses will provide more insight into the impact of changes in interaction diversity, such as the community-level causes and consequences of additions (invasion, restoration, conservation), deletions (extirpation, extinction) and changes in the relative abundance among species. Here, we focus on indirect effects that are likely to be important in all terrestrial communities.

4. Bottom-Up Diversity Cascades

The most straightforward diversity cascade involves the indirect effect of plant richness on carnivore richness via increased herbivore richness (Figure 1)—increases in plant species cause increases in diversity at upper trophic levels. This bottom-up cascade hypothesis is well tested, with results indicating that plant diversity usually explains a biologically significant portion of consumer diversity for many different ecosystems, study taxa and scales of study [55–57] (but, see [58]). There are both evolutionary and ecological components to the hypotheses explaining high positive plant-animal diversity correlations, but the bottom-up diversity cascade is a strictly ecological phenomenon. The ecological mechanism for this cascade relies on the colonization of more species of herbivores in communities with higher plant diversity and more species of predators in communities with higher prey diversity; such increased colonization in model communities relies on a combination of greater niche space and consumer resource partitioning when resource diversity is high [59–61].

Brändle and colleagues [62] found that calcareous emissions, which improved soil quality near the source, resulted in a concomitant gradient in plant species richness that tapered off with distance. The richness of specialist herbivores was positively correlated with plant richness, but herbivore abundance was not. Finally, while carnivore richness was positively associated with herbivore richness, it did not follow the resource gradient (i.e., it was correlated with the resource-herbivore richness residuals). This system did not include an actual bottom-up trophic cascade, because direct effects were present, but indirect effects along the resource gradient were absent; nevertheless, the pattern of cascading diversity indicates that resource deposition created a spatial mosaic of species assemblages that varied in species richness. Thus, measurements of quantitative changes (productivity, biomass) alone do not detect the complex dynamics occurring in perturbed systems and may not provide the appropriate empirical data needed to develop a theory for trophic ecology, which forms the critical basis for community-based conservation, restoration and biological control.
Whereas biomass augmentation cascading to higher trophic levels can be explained by enhanced energy and nutrient resource availability for consumers, the mechanisms driving cascading changes in species diversity parameters are less well understood. As a hypothetical example, a community with enhanced plant species richness may be expected to show a traditional bottom-up cascade if plant biomass (productivity) is increased, but a diversity cascade in the same community results from emergent interactions among species; carnivore diversity changes could depend on whether the new plant species are native or exotic or if the plants are palatable or well-defended against herbivores.

Plant community attributes other than diversity can also cascade up through their effects on herbivores to affect diversity parameters (e.g., richness, evenness) of carnivores or to affect interaction diversity. Empirical examples of other plant community attributes indirectly affecting diversity at upper trophic levels include changes in plant quality [63] and increased architectural complexity [64]. In alfalfa fields, some of the variability in carnivore diversity was explained by an increase in plant diversity in fertilized plots, but a stronger bottom-up effect occurred in response to changes in plant quality (higher saponin content), which caused increases in herbivore evenness and a subsequent increase in carnivore richness. The proposed mechanism for this change was that specialized herbivores adapted to saponins increased in abundance compared to generalist herbivores, providing an emergent increase in the richness of natural enemies [63]. In a tropical ecosystem, the addition of fertilizer in communities dominated by *Metrosideros polymorpha* increased not only the abundance, but also the number of herbivore and carnivore species per unit of plant biomass [65]. Increased nutrient resources were associated with more species of specialized, native herbivores on these trees. In a simple case of architectural complexity potentially cascading up to cause high predator diversity, carabid beetle communities are more diverse when spruce stands have a well-developed understory layer, reducing the dominance of a single species [64]. Additional plant characteristics that act as drivers of indirect effects on carnivore diversity include: plant biomass [66,67]; plant genetic diversity [68,69]; plant geographic distribution and apparency [70]; fungal mutualism/plant defense [71]; and, perhaps, plant ontogeny [72]. A common process in these examples of bottom-up diversity cascades is a positive consumer response to higher quality or complexity of resources (as opposed to higher resource abundance [73]). Because species pool size can act as a limiting factor in species accumulation, such diversity cascades may be facilitated rather than inhibited by community complexity, including omnivory.

5. Top-Down Diversity Cascades

Interactions among species and factors, such as omnivory, diet breadth and dominance, can be critical to top-down diversity cascades, because the effects of consumers on resources can be positive or negative, depending on the particular assemblage of species [74]. For example, an increase in predator diversity can cause an overall increase in herbivore abundance, due to greater intra-guild predation [75,76], which, in turn, can cause decreases in plant evenness or in total plant biomass (Figure 1). On the other hand, increased enemy diversity may be just as likely to cause decreases in herbivory if the enemies are more specialized, such as parasitic Hymenoptera. In this case, either complementarity between predators or just a sampling effect (*i.e.*, the most effective predator is more likely to be sampled from a larger sample of enemies) causes an increase in overall enemy-induced mortality of herbivores [77]. For cascading effects of enemy diversity that results in increased plant
productivity or yield, whether it is due to complementarity or sampling effect, an effective assemblage usually involves the inclusion of more species of specialized predators and parasites or a shift in evenness reflecting an increase in their relative abundance.

Otto and colleagues [78] manipulated access by predators, including two specialists, on willow-feeding beetles. In this case, high predator diversity led to higher levels of plant biomass through a decrease in herbivore survivorship and biomass. The primary mechanism contributing to this diversity cascade in willow was the lack of overlap in predator phenology, which resulted in an increase in natural enemy evenness over time—a subtlety that would not be captured in biomass measurements of carnivores. In another system, predator diversity manipulations using three generalist coccinellid beetle species showed that interference competition among the predators reduced per capita rates of aphid predation and, in turn, the overall efficiency of the predator guild [79]. In this case, increased predator species richness caused greater resource (aphid) availability, which, in turn, caused greater predator species richness and evenness, in response to high density patches of aphids. In contrast, the combination of a generalist coccinellid beetle with a generalist damsel bug and a specialist parasitic wasp suppressed aphids more than the levels expected from summing the effects of each species alone [80]. The mechanism by which higher predator richness had greater community effects involved generalist enemies reducing the density of cowpea aphids, which would have otherwise interfered with parasitism of pea aphids by their specialist parasitoid.

Schmitz [81,82] suggested that weak effects of top trophic levels on aggregate measures of plant biomass can occur at the same time as stronger community level effects on plant diversity. When three functional trophic levels were allowed to operate in the community, the abundance of key herbivores was affected less than the relative abundance of foraging herbivores, as key species sought refuge from hunting spiders. In the presence of spiders, grasshoppers hid in goldenrod, feeding disproportionately on that plant species, reducing its competitive dominance in the community and increasing overall plant evenness. Dyer and Letourneau [20] also illustrated how the same system can be described differently, depending on which definition of trophic cascade is used. A diversity cascade occurred when the addition of a predatory beetle that specialized on a dominant ant species caused an increase in the diversity of predacious ants living in a tropical understory shrub. This increase in ant diversity was associated with a lower diversity of herbivores, but overall higher levels of herbivory and lower plant biomass [20]. These results, viewed originally as a density-mediated cascade [83,84] through four trophic levels or as a species cascade [36], can be viewed just as reasonably as a diversity cascade by simply switching the focus from the biomass of one predatory ant (Figure 2, A2-B3-C3) to the species richness of associated ants (Figure 2, Path A2-E1-B2-C3). A switch in the nature of the food supplement for ants in this case, in which the majority of ant species in this system forage off the plant, resulted in lower consumption of herbivores on the plant, facilitating the indirect effects on plant biomass. Additionally, Letourneau and colleagues [85] demonstrated that apex predator addition changed plant species richness in surrounding understory, with the outcome depending on soil quality.

Top-down and bottom-up indirect effects often work together to produce strong diversity cascades. A good example of this was presented by Eveleigh and colleagues [67], who used long-term datasets and manipulative experiments to demonstrate that the parasitoid communities associated with spruce budworm may exhibit a bottom-up diversity cascade. Higher regional host plant richness can create variation in budworm densities, allowing for a “birdfeeder effect” (local prey surges attract regional
predators) and increases in enemy richness for the third and fourth trophic levels. This increase in diversity at upper trophic levels caused a dampening of budworm outbreaks, indicating both bottom-up and top-down consequences of this diversity cascade. The authors pointed out that the food-web changes in diversity should be a potent stabilizing mechanism and that the changes were greater in heterogeneous than in homogeneous forest plots (but, see [85], in which community stability is assessed as resistance to a diversity cascade). The Eveleigh study [67] demonstrates part of a general mechanism, where plant composition, biomass or diversity can be altered by apparent competition among herbivores [86]. That is, the relative abundance of some herbivores depends on the relative abundance of natural enemies that are supported by another herbivore or set of herbivores.

Figure 2. Diversity cascades in a tropical forest based on patterns uncovered by experiments and observational data [20,83,84]. Bullet-heads indicate a negative effect of an increase in one variable on another. One diversity cascade depicted here (A2–E1–B2–C3) involved the increased dominance of a top predatory beetle that caused decreases in predatory ant dominance (A2), indirectly decreasing ant richness (via E1), decreasing herbivore evenness (via B2 and B3) and decreasing leaf area of one understory plant species, decreasing plant evenness (via C3). Another top-down diversity cascade in this system involved the same top-down effects, which resulted in increases in plant diversity on poor soils (via E3).

6. Summary of Mechanisms

How do richness and evenness indirectly affect other trophic levels or change indirectly by perturbations elsewhere within the food chain? Although there are many potential pathways and underlying mechanisms that can occur and be categorized as diversity cascades, there are some that appear to be more common than others, based on meta-analyses [33,74,87], reviews [88] and the papers we have reviewed here (Figure 1). The strongest diversity cascades for which diversity is the manipulated variable are analogous to the traditional trophic cascade—increases in richness or evenness of predators on the third trophic level cause reduced levels of herbivory and higher plant biomass and productivity [26,33]. The dominant mechanisms examined thus far for this top-down diversity cascade have been uncovered via agricultural research and include the lottery, insurance and additive effects, all of which are caused by species complementarity and multiple functional groups of
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predators [30,74,80,89–92]—for these mechanisms, the appropriate mix of predators are present to control populations of any herbivore guilds. As evenness or richness of carnivores increases, the total amount of niche space occupied also increases, resulting in greater reductions of herbivores. Thus, for the additive (or “cumulative stress”) model of plant biological control, the effects of additional enemy species are additive and can control lower trophic levels by pushing populations below some threshold. For the lottery model, larger predator assemblages are more likely to suppress prey/host populations, simply because the probability of sampling the “right” enemy is increased. Furthermore, for insurance effects, higher richness or evenness insures that sufficient numbers of predators in key functional roles are available to suppress herbivores [33].

There are certainly other mechanisms that are responsible for indirect positive effects of predator diversity on plant biomass, but another that deserves mention, despite being under-investigated, is facilitation [93–95]. Some enemies may create conditions that are favorable for other enemies, allowing for more efficient regulation or depletion of herbivores. For example, parasites of snowshoe hares make them more susceptible to predation by owls and mammals [96], causing destabilization of hare-predator population dynamics. This is similar to the role of parasitoids in insect food webs, when they change the behavior of caterpillars, making them sluggish and disrupting primary and secondary defenses, such that they are easier prey items for most vertebrate and invertebrate predators [97]. In these cases, higher richness and evenness will allow for greater facilitation via increasing interaction diversity and opportunities for facilitation.

The strongest cascades for which diversity is the response variable are bottom-up cascades, with plant diversity driving consumer diversity at upper trophic levels (Figure 1); these bottom-up diversity cascades have been clearly demonstrated from both natural and agricultural systems (see above). The mechanisms for these cascades have been reviewed in other papers [50,98]—more diverse resources for consumers provide more niche space and more opportunities for specialist herbivores and carnivores. Related studies that examine the indirect effects of changing resource quality on diversity of upper trophic levels is useful in displaying these mechanisms. This is well illustrated by Bukovinszky and colleagues [99], who revealed that variation in *Brassica* quality caused variation in aphid size, which, in turn, supported different sizes and higher species richness of primary parasitoids and increased secondary parasitoid richness and evenness (Figure 3). In this case, a comparison of two food webs demonstrated that cascading effects from plant resource quality to fourth trophic level species richness involved differently sized resources, but it illustrates the same mechanisms in terms of niche heterogeneity.

Top-down diversity cascades affecting plant richness or evenness have not been well tested, but it is likely that the mechanisms for predator biomass mediated cascades are the same as those responsible for diversity cascades: higher diversity of top consumers prevents competitive dominance of individuals at lower trophic levels, resulting in greater richness and evenness [100]. Finally, the effects of richness and evenness on one another can be embedded in any diversity cascade. For example, a shift in herbivore communities dominated by leaf-cutter ants, due to the loss of predators, resulted in decreases in bird diversity on land-bridge islands in Lago Guri, Venezuela [101] (Figure 4). In contrast, for islands that had increases in monkey herbivory in response to loss of predators, a greater evenness of herbivore communities is one potential reason for the greater bird diversity on these islands (Figure 4).
**Figure 3.** The ecological meltdown demonstrated by Terborgh and colleagues [41] was a strong demonstration of a trophic cascade—tropical islands without vertebrate predators experienced very low productivity, due to outbreaks of herbivores, such as leaf cutter ants. This system could also be reexamined as a diversity cascade, since enemies of herbivores, such as phorid flies, are still present on all islands, and the herbivore and plant communities are diverse webs. Another study on this same system of islands [101] demonstrated that the islands with missing vertebrate predators had herbivore communities dominated by leaf-cutter ants (lower overall evenness of herbivores, B1), while islands with higher richness and abundance of predators had higher evenness in herbivore communities (balanced between howler monkeys and insects). This change in herbivore diversity was associated with lower plant productivity (potentially caused by pathway C1), which was partially responsible for decreases in overall bird diversity (via C2) on the low predation islands.

![Diagram of food web](image)

**Figure 4.** A bottom-up diversity cascade in an insect food web [99]. In this system, plant quality affected aphid size and density, which had direct and indirect effects on parasitoid and secondary parasitoid richness and evenness. The diversity cascade represented by the pathways (C1, B1, A1) is one example of the strong effects of subtle changes in resource quality that can accompany changes in plant diversity. Not all measured effects from the study are shown in the diagram.

![Diagram of food web](image)
7. Relevance to Agriculture, Conservation and Emerging Infectious Disease

The traditional trophic cascades hypothesis [16] was, conceptually, the backbone of contemporary biological control efforts in agriculture and had valuable applications in arguments against predator control and poaching in ranching and wildlife reserves, as well as in later campaigns against overfishing. However, complementary work regarding diversity cascades took up where applications of theory about homogeneous biomass effects of trophic levels left off. For example, Root’s enemies hypothesis [102] spurred decades of research on intercropping, predicting bottom-up diversity cascades and subsequent top-down effects on pests in diversified agricultural systems. Both direct effects of vegetational diversity on herbivore communities and indirect effects on carnivore levels have been demonstrated commonly and can improve pest control [87,103]. The search for appropriate predictions, such as determining the biotic and abiotic conditions under which indirect effects involving species richness and evenness are likely to occur, is relevant to applied issues in conservation, agriculture, ecology of disease and (discussed in the next section) climate change.

Agricultural habitats are practical experimental ecosystems to use in testing predictions of diversity cascade hypotheses. For example, a number of studies have demonstrated that decreased diversity at the third trophic level in agriculture can have potentially negative [104–110] or positive [80,90,111] indirect effects on crop production. It is a priority for biological control to determine which conditions cause a negative versus positive diversity cascade from parasitoids and predators to crop yield [112]. Recent attention to changes in dominance and evenness, as well as species richness within a trophic level are providing insights to derive a better theoretical framework for diversity cascades [42]. Increased species richness or evenness of natural enemies, which can emerge from the relative abundance of herbivores [113], richness of herbivores [114], plant species richness [115] or other factors, such as decreased habitat fragmentation [105], can result in improved crop yields. An elegant study by Crowder and colleagues [33] shows that for a given number of species, an increase in natural enemy evenness increased crop biomass. Letourneau [116] borrowed the concept of “ecological extinction” from conservation biology to explain how a reduction in relative abundance of some natural enemies compared to others can reduce functional interconnectedness in agroecosystems.

Hillebrand and colleagues [42] encourage further attention to changes in dominance and evenness, which occur commonly in response to human-proffered perturbations from exotic species introductions to global warming and likely precede species extinctions. Their review indicates that the strength and direction of bitrophic diversity effects vary with respect to various biotic and abiotic factors and that shifts from equitable representation among species to dominance can increase or decrease ecosystem function. Developing attention to diversity within and among trophic levels will lead to the discovery of indirect effects, as well as a clarification of mechanisms involving adjacent trophic levels.

In conservation, the diversity cascade concept has been used to try to predict indirect consequences of species extinctions [73]. It is clear that the effects of extinctions can cascade through trophic levels and impact “ecosystem function” or other metrics used by conservation biologists. Although indirect effects of extinctions are difficult to predict, Srivastava and Vellend [73] acknowledge that it is important to understand how losing a single species might have consequences for other species and associated conservation goals. Sinclair and colleagues [30] discuss clear conservation implications of a diversity cascade, due to reductions in predator richness in one of the world’s premier conservation areas, the
Serengeti. These authors examined long-term data sets of vertebrate herbivores along with long-term mensurative experiments (hunting of predators in selected areas). Their data show that a less diverse predator fauna results in dramatic increases of selected herbivores, decreasing herbivore evenness, which the authors predict would eventually lead to outbreaks and extinctions of other herbivores via changes in plant resources. In this system, the top-down diversity cascade consists of a lower diversity of predators, leading to outbreaks of smaller herbivores (e.g., zebra and wildebeest), and, then, resource limitation for the larger herbivores (e.g., rhino and hippo). Ale and Whelan [117] review indirect effects of apex predators through mesopredator release and illustrate the importance of trait-mediated diversity cascades in directing conservation efforts.

Recent studies have linked this genre of conservation concerns (e.g., loss of predator diversity) to the ecology of infectious disease, highlighting the human health consequences of biodiversity loss [118]. Many of these studies have demonstrated clear top-down diversity cascades—where declines in predator diversity lead to an increase in host density and a subsequent (indirect) increase in infectious vectors and disease. For example, in Kenya, habitat disturbance led to lower diversity of mosquito predators directly (Figure 1, A1-B1) and indirectly via reduction of native mosquito richness (Figure 1, A1-B1-E2). This resulted in increased dominance of *Anopheles gambiae*, the primary malaria vector in Africa, which was historically absent from the highlands. The overall diversity cascade causing decreased evenness of mosquitoes partially explains the emergence of malaria in the Kenyan highlands [119]. In the eastern U.S., the incidence of Lyme disease is negatively correlated with the species richness of small mammal hosts, which vary widely in their ability to carry the disease, and correlates positively with the species richness of bird hosts, many of whom are good reservoirs [120]. LoGiudice and colleagues [121], however, point out the importance of species identity in these dynamics, which may further illustrate the mechanisms involved in diversity cascades.

8. Climate Change and Biologically Significant Diversity Cascades

Ecologists are making progress towards understanding the effects of rapid changes in climate and biogeochemical cycles on trophic interactions and diversity, and the effects of climate parameters on diversity via direct plus indirect pathways indicate that diversity cascades in response to specific climate change variables will be very large [122–137]. There are fewer studies that manipulate or measure the interacting effects of changes in multiple climate parameters, such as precipitation, temperature and CO$_2$, on species interactions or diversity cascades [138–144], and the theoretical framework for studying climate change and diversity cascades or even direct biotic interactions is underdeveloped [122,145–147]. What insight do the existing studies provide to help understand the potential effects of interacting global change parameters on diversity cascades? Increases in temperature and atmospheric CO$_2$ interrupt the relationships between plants, plant chemistry, herbivores and their associated enemies through complex mechanisms [127,130,142,148]. It is clear that there will be strong top-down effects on diversity by direct changes to herbivore and natural enemy development and survival that can facilitate large decreases in plant richness and evenness (Figure 1, C1, C2 and C3). For example, high temperatures, higher atmospheric CO$_2$ and extreme weather events all have direct negative effects on survival of parasitoid wasps [124,127,149], which are extremely important sources of mortality for insect herbivores [97]. As a result of these negative
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effects on parasitoids, insect herbivore outbreaks can increase [150], causing decreases in herbivore evenness and subsequent decreases in plant diversity. Any such interactions between multiple climatic variables are likely to contribute to very large effect sizes (e.g., using Cohen’s statistical effect size categories). For example, this was the case for the combined negative effects of CO\textsubscript{2} and temperature on alfalfa chemistry and biomass via synergistic increases in developmental asynchrony between parasitoids and herbivores, favoring the herbivores [151]. When combined with the effects of extreme weather events [150], these effects are likely to synergize even further and will be particularly severe—such synergies between direct and indirect effects could be described as “massive” or any similar adjective that captures large statistical effects.

The direct effects of climate change variables on plant quality, biomass and diversity have been quantified in other reviews or empirical studies [151,152]. For example, elevated CO\textsubscript{2} increases plant growth directly by increasing photosynthesis and indirectly by reducing plant quality for herbivores [151]. These changes in plant quality have variable effects on herbivore performance, but the end result is a change in consumer-resource dynamics, causing shifts in richness and evenness of herbivores, which can cascade both upwards and downwards (Figure 1). The studies that have examined the effects of climate change on tritrophic interactions suggest that effects on these interactions will favor outbreaks and (in some cases) associated decreases in diversity in natural and managed ecosystems, including most agriculture [151]. Probably the most important of the climatic changes for triggering massive diversity cascades will be increases in climatic variability and extreme weather events associated with climate change, because they disrupt regulation of herbivores by predators and parasitoids [124,127,150], leading to large shifts in herbivore and plant diversity. Many questions remain about how diversity cascades might intensify in response to changes of multiple climatic variables, but the following effects are clear: (1) abundances of pest herbivores will increase, due to higher temperatures; (2) increases in extreme weather events will lead to disruption of normal pest control by natural enemies; (3) carbon-based plant defenses will increase in response to warming and enhanced CO\textsubscript{2}; and (4) additional, unpredictable patterns of diversity change will emerge, due to cascades and synergies [151,152]. Thus, it is a worthwhile goal to conduct research related to the general hypothesis that climate change will trigger massive diversity cascades.

9. Future Directions

The focus of diversity cascades research should be on utilizing a combination of the best available methods to create a broader synthesis and an improved understanding of mechanisms behind cascades. For understanding the effects of multiple climate change variables on diversity cascades, one approach is to conduct experiments on simple tritrophic systems and to include manipulations of multiple variables that are changing globally, allowing for tests of specific hypotheses about how climate change can dramatically alter diversity cascades. More such experiments, coupled with large-scale observational data and models, will help clarify the conditions under which factors, like connectance, parasitism, herbivore outbreaks and ecosystem services, will increase or decrease in response to interacting climate change variables. Ecologists should certainly avoid short-term experiments with spatial scales that fail to rigorously test the relevant hypotheses, are often contradictory and yield few theoretical advances. Here, we propose hypotheses relevant to diversity cascades and provide...
recommendations for approaches to testing these and related hypotheses. For all of these hypotheses, we echo Hunter and Price [50] in suggesting that an integrated approach is likely to produce a better synthesis for advancing trophic cascades theory. Rather than conducting disparate small-scale and short-term experiments, ecologists should utilize an integration of all available tools, including models [153,154], detailed natural history observations [155], correlational approaches [84] and tractable systems, such as islands [156] or mesocosms [27]. The examples of diversity cascades that are reviewed here and elsewhere are primarily in temperate systems. Utilizing the approaches below, it is likely that tropical ecologists will uncover important diversity cascades pathways in natural and managed systems that are characterized by high interaction diversity and that are likely to be altered significantly by global change.

**Hypotheses**

Based on the numerous studies in natural and agricultural systems that have indirectly documented diversity cascades, these indirect effects appear to be common in complex ecosystems and are facilitated by factors thought to buffer traditional trophic cascades. The representative studies we have reviewed here include results from a variety of ecosystems, including aquatic, terrestrial, natural, agricultural, temperate and artificial (e.g., mesocosm) ecosystems. It is likely that the central role of diversity cascades will be revealed through more studies or through re-visiting traditional trophic cascades studies, to examine the indirect effects of changes in species richness and relative abundance (dominance or evenness) at a given trophic level. For example, the classic study of the snowshoe hare cycles demonstrates a trophic cascade via reducing predator richness—excluding lynx, coyotes and other mammalian predators, but not excluding raptors, owls or smaller enemies [157]. The dramatic effects of this change in predator diversity on hare populations and overall plant biomass are well documented, as are many of the mechanisms of the direct and indirect effects [158]. Similarly, Terborgh and colleagues [41] found that islands formed by hydroelectric impoundments in Venezuela had low predator richness compared to the mainland and experienced levels of herbivory 10 to 100 times greater than comparable areas on the mainland with corresponding reductions in plant seedlings and saplings. Both of these well-cited examples of a trophic cascade caused by changes in predator diversity could be further examined as direct tests of diversity cascades hypotheses by using the same experimental or observational approaches already utilized, but by measuring the changes in plant richness and evenness that likely occurred in response to large reductions of plant biomass. The real challenge will be to develop general diversity cascades theory via the appropriate modeling and empirical approaches to produce generalities about the directions of indirect effects expected under given conditions (e.g., productivity gradients, species pool limitations, shifts in generalist:specialist ratios or exotic species invasions) and to determine the extent of species identity effects. The following four hypotheses provide initial directions for developing such a theory, with the first three focused on the mechanics of diversity cascades and the fourth focused on the potential for climate change to trigger very large changes in diversity via these cascades. For these hypotheses, we make the assumption that many tropical communities have low nestedness [159], which is more likely the case for consumptive food webs [41,158,160,161], but may not be the case for mutualistic webs [160]. An assumption of high nestedness may also be appropriate for temperate webs that do not feature high levels of specialization at multiple levels of organization. However, recent work has shown that two-trophic-level
communities, including mutualisms, are not nested when interaction strength is considered [162]. Communities with high nestedness would lead to hypothesized patterns that are the opposite of those presented here.

**HYPOTHESIS 1.** As consumer specialization increases, the strength and directionality of diversity cascades increase. In insect food webs, which have low compartmentalization, specialist consumers tend to have greater population-level impacts on their resources (e.g., parasitoids are a greater source of mortality for lepidopteran larvae than more generalized predators [163]) and are likely to enhance top-down impacts on a community. This effect of specialists is likely to increase the intensity of standard density and trait-mediated indirect effects, which, in turn, increases the likelihood of indirect effects on diversity (e.g., Figure 1, A1-B1-C1-E3). Similarly, species additions or deletions of specialist consumers or shifts in their dominance (*i.e.*, changes in the diversity of upper trophic levels) are more likely to have strong top-down effects on communities than slight changes in the richness of generalists—for example, extinction of specialist parasitoids or dominance by generalist predators could indirectly cause decreased productivity via herbivore outbreaks.

**HYPOTHESIS 2.** Top-down forces are more effective at changing the diversity of communities composed of specialist herbivores, whereas bottom-up forces are more important for those dominated by generalists. While specialist predators have a greater top-down effect in communities, changes in resource quality and quantity are more likely to affect generalist consumers, which are less adapted to defenses and are more likely to colonize resource-rich environments [164]. Although natural communities are rarely dominated by specialist herbivores, some communities have higher mean specialization. For example, diet breadths of caterpillars are, on average, much narrower in tropical *versus* temperate forests in the Americas [161]. Thus, we hypothesize that tropical forests are more likely than temperate forests to experience top-down diversity cascades involving caterpillars. The bottom-up influence on generalists is well demonstrated by the effects of landscape heterogeneity on variation in budworm densities and increases in enemy richness for the third and fourth trophic levels [67].

**HYPOTHESIS 3.** The higher the interaction diversity for a given set of species, the greater the potential for diversity cascades, suggesting the weaker influence of introduced species than of native species. The number of pairwise population interactions out of all potential interactions in a community is a metric that should increase with the importance of diversity cascades, simply because all of the pathways in a diversity cascade (Figure 1) depend on strong pairwise interactions between trophic levels. Interaction diversity (or its related variable, connectance) is not always positively correlated with species richness or resource generalization; thus, this hypothesis is unique from Hypothesis 1 and does not necessarily contradict Hypothesis 2. In contrast to the negative diversity effects of exotic species via competitive exclusion, this hypothesis predicts that the addition of non-native species (Figure 1, A1 or D1) is less likely to trigger cascades than the addition of species that are involved in strong pairwise interactions. This prediction is a cornerstone of classical biological control, which focuses on importing exotic enemies of exotic pests to increase connectedness and, thus, cause more effective cascades. Exceptions that may prove the rule are most likely to involve highly dominant invaders in relatively depauperate or fragmented communities. For example, an invasive ant caused strong effects, including a diversity cascade, on a remote tropical island, where the predaceous ant
supercolonies extirpated the primary generalist seedling herbivore and, thus, increased understory plant richness [165].

**HYPOTHESIS 4.** Changes in multiple climate variables may cause massive diversity cascades, leading to large swings in diversity. There are multiple consequences to the fact that the responses of biotic interactions to the climate change are complex. This includes the possibility that effects acting via different direct or indirect pathways could lead to changes not predicted by single factor models or experiments—particularly those that are additive to synergistic. For example, for rare plants in a community, increases in the biomass of superior plant competitors due to increased temperature can be exacerbated by decreases in parasitism and increases in herbivore outbreaks, such that the overall effects of temperature (direct plus indirect) on plant diversity are strongly negative. It is clear that such hypotheses must be examined in order to produce realistic predictions for future impacts of climate change on biotic communities.

**10. Conclusions**

What is the legacy of utilizing experimental approaches with one plant species, one herbivore species or one predator species doing to our understanding of how a community of many species and trophic connections responds to perturbations? In trophic cascades literature, the result is that those attempting to test classic traditional trophic cascades hypotheses were unable to do so, because what they demonstrated was, in fact, only a species cascade, meaning that for a top-down cascade, productivity of an entire community was not tested; only one plant species was affected by the manipulation. Adding the diversity cascade to tests of indirect effects in community ecology will provide a broader framework for understanding species additions and deletions to ecosystems around the world. Diversity cascades are likely to be prevalent in all ecosystems with more than two trophic levels, since the last 40 years of ecological studies have shown, among other corroborative patterns: (1) indirect effects are ubiquitous; (2) uneven consumption is common, because of prey and host specialization and due to shifts in the relative abundance among species; (3) mortality can result from consumption, even in plants; (4) trait-mediated effects and non-lethal effects can structure communities; and (5) recruitment has a stochastic element. Combining these elements with temporal and spatial heterogeneity of biotic and abiotic factors, we propose that indirect effects involving changes in biodiversity should be the rule rather than the exception. As we focus our diversity cascade hypotheses and predictions, the benefits to ecological theory, agriculture and conservation will certainly accumulate. Furthermore, our ability to predict potentially dramatic changes in biodiversity in response to a rapidly changing climate depends on a better understanding of diversity cascades.
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